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The power of the Sky Sword was heard and imagined before.

But this time everyone intuitively felt the power of the sky sword.

The dozen or so strong men who blocked Sarah just now.

If Sarah didn’t have the Heavenly Sword, it would take at least ten minutes to kill.

With the Heavenly Sword, Sarah killed more than a dozen people with a single
sword.

This is so delightful.

It also became more and more determined that everyone was determined to grab
the Sky Sword.

In a small space, battles continue.

Everyone is crazy the same.

However, Sarah held the Heavenly Sword and was secretly protected by the
major experts in the Bible organization, and step by step, he slew out of the cave.

Sarah became more and more proficient in using the Heaven Sword, and his
power became more and more amazing.

The Heavenly Sword reached Sarah’s hands, which directly raised her to a
higher level.



This is still the case without integration.

If you can really use the Heavenly Sword, the power can be imagined.

All parties can attack and snatch again and again.

But no benefits were obtained.

The four blood ancestors were even injured by Sarah.

…

on the ground.

Marshal Tiance and Ye Wudao were all waiting.

There are even hundreds of powerful people waiting in the dark.

They rushed in without a brain.

Anyway, the first one to rush in, may not be able to take away.

Also look at the timing…

Marshal Tiance and Ye Wudao stood at the entrance of the cave. They looked at
each other and said with a smile: “Guess who can take the Heavenly Sword
out?”

“Isn’t it Sarah?”

The two guessed at the same time that Sarah.

“boom!”

The next moment, Sarah rose to the sky.



“Sure enough! Stop him!”

Marshal Tiance and Ye Wudao jumped up at the same time, and they each used
a punch to forcefully bombard Sarah.

Sarah was forced to flee.

The four great generals, the strong man of Tiance Mansion, Kunlun Industry and
the strong man arranged by the young commander of Tiance took action
together.

The strong Ye Clan also shot.

They stubbornly stopped Sarah, blocking her escape route.

See the sky sword in Sarah’s hands.

At this time, the remaining strong men who were hiding in the dark couldn’t bear
it anymore, and they all came out one by one.

Dyeing away at the plum.

Soon, those strong men who jumped into the depths of the ice sheet all rushed
out.

The scene was chaotic for a while.

Thousands of powerful men are fighting each other.

Although the Heavenly Sword is a hot potato, Sarah will definitely attract the
strongest attack when holding it.

To put it bluntly, they are all mobs.

I want to get it for myself, everyone has an idea.



Thousands of powerful people rob things together, not a united force.

All individuals!

For a while, Sarah was really helpless.

It’s so cool to let Sarah kill with a heavenly sword in his hand!

Knowing that I can’t leave for the time being.

So Sarah finds his “enemy” for revenge.

Killed all at once…

Ye Wudao, Tiance Marshal, these are also fighting on their own.

I feel that there are enemies everywhere, and I can’t kill them at all.

Not to mention touching the sky sword in Sarah’s hands.

…

“Strong! It deserves to be the Great Summer Sword comparable to my Dongdao
Demon Sword Village Masaru! Strong enough!”

Several figures stood on the mountain top in the distance.

The young man headed praised.

He is a strong man from the East Island.

It only appeared in the past two years.

It is the representative of the ancient forces on the East Island!



He has a demon sword that is comparable to Da Family Tian’s sword, Mura
Masa.

He is extremely terrifying!

Top three on the god list!

He was actually here long ago.

It’s just that when he came to Velador this time, he didn’t come to fight for the
heavenly sword, but just wanted to see the power of the heavenly sword.

There are still a few strong men like him.

They are all observing in secret, just want to see the power of the sky sword.

Aubrey is also observing in secret.

Sarah is not in danger, she will not take action.

“Let Tianjian leave first!”

At this time, the strong man in the Bible organization wanted Sarah to take
Tianjian away.

They forced a hole…
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Now the parties are fighting, and it seems that the strong are like clouds, but they
are not united and have different ideas.

Therefore, the biblical organization can easily open a hole.

Sarah glanced at the “enemies” and resolutely turned and left.



Upon seeing this, the Marshal Tiance shouted: “Everyone is not the time for us to
fight each other! We should unite and take back the Heavenly Sword from the
Demon Head! Let’s fight for us again!”

The words of the young commander of Tiance were greeted by everyone.

“Yes! The Heavenly Sword can fall into anyone’s hands! But it must never fall into
Sarah’s hands!”

“Everyone first grab the Heavenly Sword from Sarah’s hands!”

“All of us must unite a little bit and kill Sarah to win the Heavenly Sword first!”

…

Even Ye Wudao responded to this suggestion: “Attention everyone, there are
Sarah’s companions helping us! We can’t fight anymore! We will run away if we
fight Sarah!”

“superior!”

“Together!”

…

Joined forces.

Except for Sarah’s side, the rest were basically teamed up.

Thousands of powerful people together pressed Li Zi to dye them.

The pressure of plum dyeing increased immediately.

Despite the blessing of the Heavenly Sword, he could face too many powerful
people at once.



She gradually lost support.

The biggest threats to him are Ye Wudao and Tiance Marshal.

These two outsiders want to come, but they won’t cooperate anyway.

But at this moment, they even joined hands.

This is probably what the Dark God never expected.

He expects everything and arranges everything well.

Only did not expect that the two would work together.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Ye Wudao and Tiance Marshal attacked Sarah one after another.

“puff!”

Although Sarah is super powerful, he can face both attacks at the same time.

Suffered instantly.

“Snapped!”

He was injured by the four great generals of Tiance Mansion again, and the
Heavenly Sword in his hand flew out instantly.

Immediately, thousands of strong men rushed over.

I saw the corner of Tiance’s mouth raised, and he smiled mysteriously.



At this moment, thousands of powerhouses suddenly felt the aura in this area
changed.

They felt heavier than Wanjun coercion, and their actions and shots were
restricted.

The combat effectiveness is greatly reduced.

All are limited.

“Hahaha……”

Marshal Tiance smiled.

This was once his retreat place, he was familiar with everything, and he was able
to control the area here.

This is his world, he can control everything.

Even Ye Wudao was restricted.

A step slower.

“Snapped!”

Major Tiance grabbed the Heavenly Sword in his hand.

Others still want to fight, Tiance Mansion, Kunlun Industry and Velador’s top
forces are all guarding Tiance Marshal.

They are also willing to guard the Qilin Wesley.

They just saw scenes of killings.

This Heavenly Sword is just like something unknown, it can cause too many
killings.



Might as well be in the hands of the marshal of Tiance.

It’s okay to satisfy his selfish desires.

At least he can be stronger and protect Velador better.

“you……”

Ye Wudao didn’t expect to be restricted in this place, he stared at Young Master
Tiance angrily.

“Hahaha, you guys think too much! The heavenly sword is my Velador! No one
wants to take it away! This place is my retreat, no one is more familiar with this
place than me! No one here will be my opponent !”

Marshal Tiance laughed.

Everyone was silent now.

Although everyone wants to get the Heavenly Sword.

But just now, the marshal of Tiance’s control over here was felt by everyone.

In addition, there are too many people guarding the marshal of Tiance.

There is really no way for a while.

Suddenly, the Marshal Tiance looked at Sarah and said loudly, “The first thing I
did when I got the Heaven Sword – Sarah, the devil who killed the devil!

What Sarah didn’t expect was that other people in the Bible organization had
slipped away.

Abandon her here alone.

“Agree! Kill Sarah first! We’ll talk about the Heavenly Sword later!”



Ye Wudao was the first to stand up and support.
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“Sarah’s husband, Levi, violated the house rules of my ancient Ye clan! When
Levi disappeared, Sarah took over the house rules! I punish Sarah in the name of
the ancient Ye clan and die!”

Ye Wudao shouted.

At this point, he is not in a hurry.

Although Major Tiance had control over this place, the strength of the others was
greatly reduced.

But how could everyone give up the fight for the Heavenly Sword.

Marshal Tiance is invincible in this place.

But he can’t stay here all his life, right?

There is always time to leave, right?

As soon as he left, the Heavenly Sword could compete again!

It’s better to kill these people like Sarah at this time…

“I also support!”

The top ten forces of Velador expressed their attitudes one after another.



Even if some forces have something to do with Sarah, they all expressed their
opinions.

“agree!”

“agree!”

…

All the major forces present expressed their opinions and killed Sarah first.

After all, the two purposes of coming here this time-Tianjian and Sarah.

“Kill Sarah!!!”

…

Thousands of people in the field shouted to punish Sarah.

“Well, in that case! I will sacrifice the Heavenly Sword with her blood!!!”

The marshal Tiance shouted.

The heavenly sword in his hand seemed to resonate with a humming sound.

A terrible atmosphere of destruction permeated the audience.

Make everyone feel tight.

Is this the Heavenly Sword?

greedy!

Everyone is greedy!

Feeling the breath of the Heavenly Sword, Ye Wudao’s eyes were almost shining!



“Sarah! I killed you with the Heavenly Sword today! To wash away your charges!”

The Marshal Tiance raised the Heavenly Sword to kill Sarah.

At this moment, Sarah was only slightly injured, and she still had the strength to
fight.

After all, she is eighth on the god list!

Facing the swift attack from the young marshal of Tiance, Sarah fought hard.

Show everything that the Dark God taught her.

The powerful strength made everyone present stunned, even Ye Wudao squinted
his eyes and re-examined Sarah.

Obviously Sarah is more terrifying than everyone thought.

Most of the people present wanted to get rid of it quickly, and wanted to kill the
eighth on the gods list to improve their reputation.

But now that Sarah’s true strength was revealed, everyone was dumbfounded.

Sarah was finally underestimated.

This woman broke out, she was invincible!

It is even stronger than holding a heavenly sword!

At that time, she just relied on the aura of the sky sword to oppress, her own
strength did not show off.

Now it broke out completely.

“It’s hard to kill this woman…”



Ye Wudao finally knew why Sarah had been listed as a devil, but he was still
alive.

She is too strong.

Few people can kill her!

Other people think the same way.

If it is one-on-one, it will be difficult for Tiance Young Master to kill Sarah in a
short time.

But the problem is that the Marshal Tiance got the Heavenly Sword!

Moreover, he had been in retreat here for a long time before, nourished by the
heavenly sword to the sun.

He has a certain connection with Tianjian.

It is easier to use the Heaven Sword than everyone present, and it is easier to
use the power of the Heaven Sword.

Seeing that Sarah was so strong, the Marshal Tiance was resisting stubbornly.

He is also angry!

What he is practising is the Zhiyang technique, and his Zhiyang Zhenqi is surging
like a sea.

Combined with the sword of the sun, it was like a god descending into the world
for a while, killing all quarters.

One after another Zhiyang Jianqi swept Sarah.

As a disciple of the Dark God, Sarah practiced Zhiyin techniques and learned
dark killing techniques.



But facing Tianjian and Tiance Marshal was restrained.

“boom!”

As soon as the Heavenly Sword came out, Sarah was immediately burned by
Zhiyang Jianqi.

The marshals of Tiance used sturdy moves with big openings and closings.

Sarah was directly suppressed, vomiting blood one after another.

“boom!”

With another swift offensive, Sarah was directly blown out.

There were many scars all over his body.

“Everything should be over!”
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Sarah was beaten until he lost his temper, and had no strength to defend and
fight back.

Lying there, can only wait for the arrival of death.

She has given up.

There is no hope of survival.

All her companions have given up on her.

The moment the Marshal Tiance obtained the Heavenly Sword, the Dark God
ordered everyone in the Bible organization to evacuate, no longer participate in
the fight, and gave up Sarah alone.



Her value is gone.

…

Marshal Tiance laughed. After using the Heavenly Sword, he felt that he was an
omnipotent killer!

Invincible!

unstoppable!

Everyone also saw the true power of the Heavenly Sword!

This brought the combat effectiveness of the Tiance Marshal to an
unprecedented height.

Ye Wudao began to look greedy.

Others are also greedy.

Fight for the Heavenly Sword even if you die!

Can not give up.

“Sarah go to death!!!”

Marshal Tiance waved his heavenly sword and slashed at Sarah.

Sarah has closed his eyes.

In addition to these hypocritical enemies, the enemies who really killed Levi were
also wiped out.

The Lab of the Gods was also destroyed.

She can feel relieved to see Levi below.



Heavenly Sword’s edge is revealed!

To tear the plum dye.

Everyone started cheering.

The devil is finally dying.

The eighth of the god list has fallen.

Everyone is here to watch the excitement.

Wen Lei, Regina, and Qilin wanted to make a move.

But the four great gods will wait for the strong of Tiance Mansion to control them
tightly.

Don’t give them a chance to save people.

“sister in law!!!”

Qilin and they are desperate!

I watched Sarah going to die…

However, due to the fact that Sarah is the devil, they are actually a bit hesitant.

It’s right to protect Levi and his family.

But Sarah are all sinners, and all are public enemies of Velador.

…

This is the root of their contradiction!

Tiance Mansion wants to finish everything today.



The Heaven Sword in his hand will never stop.

In despair.

“boom!”

Suddenly a majestic blast came and hit the sky sword.

“Da da da……”

The marshal Tiance stepped back again and again, and cracks came one after
another under his feet.

His face was unbelievable.

There are people who can push him back?

The same goes for everyone else present.

I don’t believe that someone will save Sarah at this time…

Qilin and the others showed a smile of joy, but they were also looking for who
made the shot.

“Who?”

The marshal Tiance shouted.

Even Sarah is looking for who saved him?

At this time, a small figure appeared in everyone’s eyes.

A child? ? ?

Everyone was dumbfounded when the child appeared.



Can children come out of this place?

Or is it the kid who forced the retreat of Tiance Marshal?

Horrible!

“Junjun? What are you doing here?”

The marshal Tiance recognizedAubrey at a glance, and he thought thatAubrey
had gone to a distant place through practice.

I didn’t want to run here.

Aubrey glared at him, did not speak, and went straight to Sarah.

“Mother!”

Sarah was taken aback for a moment, and then he huggedAubrey in his arms.

“Aubrey…”

She was honed into a killing machine, yes, almost all emotions were wiped out.

But it’s not that the six relatives don’t recognize it, you know it naturally.

The audience was shocked when the Tiance Marshal said the identity ofAubrey.

“It turned out to be an unparalleled little genius in Tiance Mansion!”

“I heard that the young genius of Tiance Mansion had come out to practice! I
didn’t expect it to be true!”

…

Ye Wudao looked at Aubrey carefully: “Is this Levi’s child?”



Lawrence and the others also looked different: “Are they all grown up like this?”

As soon asAubrey appeared, the marshal Tiance frowned: “What are you doing
in this place? Go back quickly! This is not what you should be here!”

Junjun appeared, it was difficult for him to start.

He was also afraid of the ancestors behind Aubrey.

Even if he is now in charge of Tiance Mansion, these ancestors would not listen
to him at all.

Maybe he came, and people will save face.
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Junjun shook his head stubbornly: “No! Mom can’t die! Junjun won’t let her die!”

“you……”

The marshal Tiance became more and more embarrassed.

Do you really want to attackAubrey?

Will the ancestors behind her agree?

“Do you know how big a mistake your mother made? How many people did she
kill? How much blood was on her hands?”

Asked the marshal Tiance.



Aubrey shook his head: “My mother must have been framed! She is not such a
person! What’s more, I don’t care about everything else, I only know that I am
here, and my mother can’t die!”

The ancestors in the dark were still worried.

The scene they expected still appeared-Aubrey will eventually make a move.

If there is chaos in the future, do they want to take action?

…

“Hahaha…I really laughed at me! Is the daughter of this female devil the number
one genius in Tiance Mansion?”

“It turns out that Tiance Mansion is the demon training base! It really laughs me!
The hypocritical and hypocritical Tiance Mansion!”

“Tiance Mansion, are you trying to shield this devil?”

…

For a while, everyone shouted, which made Tiance Mansion’s face lost.

Have something to do with the devil.

What a shame.

But in this way, Sarah will kill even more!

Use this to clean up the face of Tiance Mansion!

“Don’t bullshit! This child has been disconnected from the outside world since
joining Tiance Mansion! How is her mother and what does it have to do with her?
What does it have to do with my Tiance Mansion?”



“I declare it again! This female devil must die today! The Heavenly Sword in her
hand must cut her head! No one can stop it!”

The Marshal Tiance immediately stated his position.

“Haha, this kid is stopping, do you dare?”

“Don’t dare! Don’t dare to do something to her, right?”

Everyone laughed.

“What can I not dare? Dare to stop me from killing Sarah, die!”

Marshal Tiance was angered.

He just took a step, Aubrey stopped in front of him: “If you want to kill my mother,
first defeat me!”

“boom……”

A terrible breath swayed from Aubrey, covering the audience.

Everyone has a tight heart.

Marshal Tiance felt unprecedented pressure!

This kid seems to be better than plum dye!

No wonder several ancestors would let her go down the mountain to practice.

It turned out that she had enough strength to let her out.

fear!

The young commander Tiance looked solemn.



Before Aubrey appeared, he was the first genius in Tiance Mansion.

NowAubrey has snatched his reputation, if it weren’t for her to be a child, Tiance
Marshal would have wanted to try.

It wasn’t until today that Marshal Ce realized that he had despised it before,
thinking that it was because the child hadn’t taken it seriously.

But now I find that this kid is too strong!

“Marshal Tiance, dare you dare to kill her! Slay Li Zi again?”

…

Everyone began to encourage the marshal of Tiance.

But in the face ofAubrey, Tiance Marshal did not do anything.

Even the four great gods were silent.

If they were known to the ancestors for their action againstAubrey, they would not
know how miserable they would end up!

Dare not!

There was no action at Tiance Mansion!

“Hahaha… Don’t you dare?”

Everyone laughed.

At this time, Ye Wudao signaled everyone to be quiet.

He said coldly: “Now this child is preventing the Marshal Tiance from killing the
devil! After all, this child belongs to the Tiance Mansion! They are forgiven for not
doing anything! Now we have to help!”



“I’ll help you! Give this child to me! It happened that her father violated my
Garrison’s house rules! I will punish her too! You come to kill Sarah!”

Ye Wudao stood up.

Marshal Tiance smiled.

This crisis was finally lifted.

He can’t do anything toAubrey, but others can!

Ye Wudao directly killed Aubrey fiercely.

All of a sudden, he entangled Aubrey and thoroughly exposed Sarah to the
marshal of Tiance.
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The ancestors in the dark also became anxious, their hearts hanging in their
throats.

They don’t want to care about the situation of plum dye, nor do they want to
know.

ButAubrey’s every move affects their hearts.

Everyone was nervous to the extreme, watching the battle between Aubrey and
Ye Wudao in horror.

Ye Wudao knows thatAubrey is powerful, so his shot is a fierce move, and he
won’t have any reservations.

Aubrey can only come up with real things to parry.

And she wants to protect her mother, so she is fully capable of fighting.



…

Watching the super battle between Ye Wudao andAubrey.

Everyone was shocked.

This kid is so strong?

Hardly shake Ye Wudao this great god!

The whole world knows how strong Ye Wudao is.

But the child didn’t let the wind fall in the slightest, which surprised everyone.

When she was fighting Ye Wudao, she could still faintly consider Sarah, which
was even more shocking.

Even the Marshal Tiance stared at him for a while.

As expected of several ancestral religions, so strong?

According to this posture, Aubrey can single him and Ye Wudao at the same
time.

“Why are you still stunned? Go and kill Sarah?”

Ye Wudao reminded with dissatisfaction.

The marshal Tiance who reacted immediately killed Sarah.

ButAubrey went crazy, and after he forced Ye Wudao back, he blocked him in
front of Marshal Tiance.

The terrible combat power is simply suffocating!

shocked!



unimaginable!

There is such a powerful force in this small body?

Worthy of being the unparalleled genius of Tiance Mansion!

…

Several old ancestors in the dark showed gratified smiles.

I finally saw the side ofAubrey’s growth.

“Don’t look at whose apprentice it is!”

The female ancestor looked proud.

…

For a while, Aubrey blocked the joint attack of Ye Wudao and Young Master
Tiance.

Of course, the young marshal Tiance had restrained himself, and he didn’t dare
to really attackAubrey.

He can’t bear the anger of several ancestors!

…

“Hurry up, you guys too! Get together!”

Ye Wudao shouted.

Lawrence, the powerful Ye Clan, reacted and all killedAubrey.

Lawrence understood everything in an instant.



Ye Wudao helped the young marshal Tiance stop Aubrey and let him kill Sarah.

But the main reason was that Ye Wudao wanted to captureAubrey in order to
coerce Tiance Mansion into surrendering the Heavenly Sword.

Just now how importantAubrey is to Tiance Mansion, everyone sees it…

A madman as strong as Tiance Marshal, he didn’t put anyone in his eyes. When
he saw this child, he didn’t dare to do anything, and the whole Tiance Mansion
was dumb.

It can be seen how high is the status of this child in Tiance Mansion?

Once she is captured, then the Marshal Tiance will have to change, or if not, he
will have to change.

This is the best opportunity!

Whoever gets this child is equivalent to getting a heavenly sword.

Lawrence sighed, as expected to be Ye Wudao, his mind turned so fast.

I’m afraid that even the Marshal Tiance didn’t react, right?

After the strong Ye Clan shot, he directly blockedAubrey.

…

The other major forces also saw clearly the purpose of the Tiance Major
Commander one by one.

Understand the truth that the Heavenly Sword can be obtained by
capturingAubrey.

“Let’s go too! We must catch this kid!”



The other masters were crazy, and began to join the battle group to
attackAubrey.

They want to capture Aubrey.

At a time, thousands of people attacked one of you.

Now, no matter how strongAubrey is, there is no way to care about plum dyeing.

She cannot protect herself.

Ye Wudao and the others also became nervous.

Originally, he wanted to capture Aubrey by himself, but this kid was too strong
and really couldn’t catch him for a while.

It’s all right now, everyone has reacted.

It was difficult to catch Aubrey now.

The Young Master Tiance also reacted, and the purpose of this group of people
was to capture Aubrey and exchange the Heavenly Sword in his hand.

But he reacted slowly.

Forget it, kill Sarah first, right?

The marshal Tiance kills Sarah with a sword in his hand.

Stabbed with a sword!

“Puff!”

There was a penetrating sound, and the audience was shocked.


